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We discuss iterative methods of the form 
for computing a fixed point x* of a Frechet-differentiable s lf-mapping @ of a sub- 
set in a Banach space. By suitably choosing the coefticients n,,,..., pk the local con- 
vergence is established under certain assumptions on the spectrum of 4:., This 
spectrum need not be contained in the unit disk however; if it is, convergence can 
often be speeded up considerably compared to Picard iteration. The methods are 
generalizations of the methods of V. N. Kublanovskaya and W. Niethammer for 
linear systems of equations, 
A more general type of iteration with nonstationary coefficients is considered 
also. For the proof of their local convergence a generalization of the convergence 
theorems of Perron, Ostrowski and Kitchen is presented. The connection with 
other methods, in particular Mann’s iterative processes, is also discussed. 6’ 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, (I.II ) be a Banach space over the field of complex numbers, and 
let @ be a continuous self-mapping of some subset ~2~ of X. Both in theory 
and practice the contraction principle is the standard tool for computing a 
fixed point x* of @. Unfortunately, if @ is not a contraction, the Jacobi 
iteration (or Picard iteration) x,, , := @(x,) (n = 0, l,...) is most likely to 
diverge. In 1953 Mann [ 161 proposed to use instead an averaging iteration 
of the form 
n 
u,:= C 4+x,, x,+1 := @(II,), n = 0, l,..., (1.1) 
I=0 
where A = (dn, t2 o is an infinite lower triangular real matrix with non- 
negative elements summing to 1 in each row. (If ST& is convex, these 
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assumptions guarantee that u,, x, E &, for all n.) Mann proved in par- 
ticular that if 9, is a compact real interval, if @ has a unique fixed point 
there, and if unk = (n + l)-’ (k = O,..., n), then both {x,} and (u,,} converge 
to x*. 
On the other hand, Krasnoselskii [ 151 proved in 1955 that if @ is a non- 
expansive mapping (i.e., l/@(x) - Q(y)\1 f /Ix-y// ) defined on a closed con- 
vex subset g@ of a uniformly convex Banach space and if a(&$,) is com- 
pact, the iteration u, := f@( II, _ , ) + $vn _ , converges always to a fixed point 
of @. Shaefer [26] extended this result to D,:= o@(r;, ,) + (1 - UJ) I:,, , 
with fixed w E (0, 1) and Reinermann [23] proved it for nonstationary 
iterations of the form 
I‘,, := o”“@( L‘,, ,)+(l -w’“‘)c,, ,. n = 1. 2,.... (1.3) 
with o(O)- 1 - . 0 < w’~) < 1, ~(~~1,  w@) = rc. Moreover, if CII”‘) --t 0. this 
iteration was also seen to converge in the above-mentioned case of a 
function on a compact interval [23]. Many further results on (1.1) and 
(1.2) and on relations between these two iterations have since been 
obtained by various authors, starting with Outlaw and Groetsch [21]. 
Dotson [3], and Ishekawa [12]; see the surveys by Mann [17], Bruck 
[Z], Guzzardi et al. [ 1 l] and Kirk [14]. In particular, it was shown that if 
the condition 
a,,/ = (1 - unn) a,, 1. IT l=O..... n- 1, (1.3) 
holds, then the sequence {u,,} of iteration (1 .I) can as well be generated by 
(1.2) with w”‘):= CI,,. 
Iterations of the form (1.2) are particularly easy to investigate if @ is 
afflne, i.e., Q(u):= TV + c with a bounded linear operator T. Numerical 
analysts then call it (first-order) Richardson iteration. If w(“‘) = w is fixed, 
one has the stationary Richardson iteration as it was proposed by L. F. 
Richardson in 1911; this method is sometimes, in particular if w E ( 1, 2). 
also called the Jacobi overrelaxation (JOR) method. See [24, 271 for 
surveys of the early work in this area of numerical analysis. 
Here we discuss first (nonlinear) stationuql iterative k-step methods of the 
form 
~,I:=Po@(c’,l ,)+Lhu,,- 1 + ‘.. +p,, 11’1 
+(I-PCPI- “. -A-,)%, n = I,..., k- 1, ( 1.4a )
u.:=~“~(“,,~~,)+~,lo,~,+ “. +pko,, k, n=k, k+l,..., (1.4b) 
with in general complex coefficients pj satisfying 
k+p,+ .‘. +&= l, &#O, ,&#o. ( 1.4c )
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Under certain assumptions on @, in particular its Frechet differentiability 
at the possibly repulsive fixed point x*, we find parameters ,q,,..., pk such 
that the iteration (1.4) converges focally at x*, i.e., if u0 is close enough to 
x*. In practice, this method is often also very effective for the computation 
of attractive fixed points since the rate of convergence may improve 
drastically compared to the one of Jacobi iteration. Our basic result is 
THEOREM 1. Assume @: 9@ s X--t X has a jked point x* in the interior 
of 9@, and is FrPchet differentiable at x*, with the spectrum g(@:*) of the F- 
derivative @:* lying in a compact set S, c @, which has the following proper- 
ties: 16 S,, and the complement c\S, is the image of E,:= {z E c; /zJ > l/q} 
(with q > 1) under a map g which is of the form 
g(z):=; [z-p,-p*z-‘- ... -pkZ--k+‘], (1.5) 
where the coefficients atisfy (1.4~). Then, if uO is sufficiently close to x*, the 
iteration (1.4) converges linearly to x*, and its root-convergence factor u 
satisfies K < l/q. 
(The root-convergence factor IC of the method is defined by 
IC:= sup(lim sup IIV, -X* II 1’n)Y 
n-tm 
where the supremum has to be taken over all initial values u0 sufficiently 
close to x*.) 
In the case X= @” Theorem 1 has already been given by Gekeler [S] 
and Gutknecht, Niethammer and Varga [lo]. Under the additional restric- 
tive assumption that @ is afline (Q(x) = TX + c with a m x m matrix T) the 
idea for using methods of the form (1.4) or the more general form 
+ (l-PO-P, - ..’ -P”-l) vo, n = 1, 2,..., (1.6) 
where the coefficients .D,,, pi,... are determined by a conformal (or at least 
meromorphic) map, is due to V. N. Kublanovskaya (see Sections 95-97 of 
[6] for a presentation in English of her work on this). If g is conformal 
(i.e., meromorphic and bijective) and vO:= c, these linear iterations can be 
understood as Euler summation processes and have been studied 
exhaustively by Niethammer and Varga [18, 201. Therefore these methods 
are also called Euler methods. This approach has been extended from @‘* to 
Hilbert and Banach spaces by Niethammer and Schempp [ 19,251. Our 
approach here, which does not rely on Euler summation, treats iteration 
(1.4) in a simpler way, but does not extend to (1.6). (However, iteration 
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(1.6) is worthless in practice since it requires storing all previously com- 
puted iterates.) The same approach was used in [S] and [lo]. Since it 
does not require that g be bijective, some of our results are even in the 
affine case extensions of their analogs in [ 18-20,251. 
Using the forward difference operator A defined by Au, = u, + , - t’,, we 
may write (1.6) (and thus also (1.4a), (1.4b) if we let ,u,,:= 0 for n > k) as 
A~,:=~~d~(v,~~,)+~,Adu,~ , + ... +pL,Auo, 
(1.6’) 
u .= v, + Au,, nt,. n =o, l,.... 
In this form the iteration is likely to be less affected by rounding errors. If 
0 is affine, A@(v,~_ ,) = TAv,~, , and there are further ways to rewrite the 
iteration formulas, see [4, 6, Sect. 95, 18, 201 and also our remarks at the 
end of Section 7. 
A discussion of the maps g involved and examples for such maps, i.e., for 
methods of the form (1.5), are given in Section 2. We also cite an 
optimality result. In Section 3 we present the proof of Theorem 1. It con- 
sists of putting together three pieces: Bittner’s results on the spectral mapp- 
ing properties of k-step methods of a more general type [I], the special 
mapping properties of the function g, and Kitchen’s Banach space 
generalization of Ostrowski’s theorem [ 131. 
In Section 4 we then turn to asymptotically stationary iterative k-step 
methods 
L’,,:= pgw(L’, ,)+pyk, , + ... $&:“L’,,, n = I,.... k - 1, (1.7a) 
I’,,:= p;;“@(L?,, ) + pyb,, , + . . + pjy’t‘,, L, n=k. k+ I,..., (1.7b 
with 
mmjk,n) 
1 @‘=l, &‘#O, n=1,2 )...) 
, = 0 
(1.7c 
p’ I + p”l as n + co (j = O,..., k). (1.7d 
References to examples of such methods are given at the end of Section 2. 
In the case X= C” the local convergence of iteration (1.7) has been 
proved in [lo] by applying a theorem of Perron [22, Theorem 51. In 
order to prove the analog in Banach spaces we present here first a 
generalization of Perron’s result to nonlinear iteration in Banach spaces. 
This new result is also an extension of Kitchen’s theorem. 
If @ is a contraction, the Jacobi iteration converges globally. In Section 5 
we point out that the same is true for iterations (1.4) and (1.7) if, 
additionally, g@ is convex and p, > 0 (j = 0 ,..., k), /,:‘I) 3 0 (j = 0 ,..., k; 
n = 1, 2 ,... ), respectively. 
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In Section 6 we then investigate the connection between iterations of the 
form (1.4) or (1.7) and Mann’s processes (1.1). It turns out that our 
iterations can always be written in the form (1.1) though the coefficients a,, 
may be complex (or, if the p, are real, may be negative). On the other 
hand, an iteration of the form (1.1) with a,, + a,, + . . + arm = 1, unn # 0 
(n = 1, 2,...) can always be written in the form of (1.7a), valid for all II. 
Finally, some remarks concerning the analysis of all these methods when 
applied to an affine function @, i.e., to a linear system, are made in 
Section 7. 
In applications it often occurs that the function @ whose fixed point is 
sought is not differentiable with respect to the whole space X, but only 
along an invariant dense subspace. Our results can also be applied in this 
situation: Let Y be a dense subspace of the Banach space X, and let @ be a 
continuous self-mapping of 9@ G Y with a fixed point x* which is an 
interior point of & with respect o the induced topology in Y. Assume @ is 
Frechet differentiable at x* along Y, i.e., there exists L E %?( Y) such that 
Il~(x*+h)-~(x*)-Lh/I=o(llhll) ash+O,x*+hE9@s Y. (1.8) 
Then, L can be uniquely extended to ,? E g(X), and the spectra of L and 2 
satisfy ~(2) G o(L). Consequently, given the information that a(L) E S,, 
one knows that o(z) G S, also, and, hence, by Theorem 1, that the iterative 
method (1.4) converges locally with a root-convergence factor K d l/q. By 
the same arguments our further results on the methods (1.4) and (1.7) are 
generalized to this situation. 
2. DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES 
The function g in (1.5) is a rational function with a pole of order 1 at co 
and another fixed point at 1. Thus, g maps a neighbourhood of co confor- 
mally onto another neighbourhood of co. In fact, there is a maximum 
value t of q such that g is conformal (i.e., meromorphic and bijective) in 
E,. If q <f, S, = c\g(E,) is the complement of the simply connected 
region g(E,). However, in Theorem 1, where we need u > 1, g is not 
required to be conformal, and thus v] may be larger than 4, unless S, is 
empty; there is a smallest value 4 such that S, is empty for v] > 4. 
On the other hand, if SC @ is compact and consists of more than one 
point, if 1 $ S, and if C\S is simply connected in @, there is a unique con- 
formal mapg of a set E, (with appropriate q > 1) onto e\S such that 
S( cc ) = co and g( 1) = 1. Thus S = S, for this r]. At cc the function g has an 
expansion 
(2.1) 
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which yields the coefficients of a method of type (1.6). In practice, such a 
method is only useful if the series has but a finite number of terms, so that 
S is of the form (1.5). If this is not the case, one should replace S by 
another set S, 2 S which actually corresponds to a function g of the form 
(1.5) and for which q is as large as possible (given a maximum value for k). 
As already noted by Kublanovskaya [6, Sect. 951 the conformal map 
just mentioned is optimal for S= S, in the sense that the quantity l/q 
determining the rate of convergence is minimal. (l/q determines IC in the 
following sense: on one hand, K < l/q according to Theorem 1; on the other 
hand, given g and q < $, there exists @ satisfying the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 such that K = l/q; cf. [lo].) This optimality persists with respect 
to nonbijective functions of the form (1.5) with arbitrary large k. In fact, 
the following comparison theorem, which is a slight generalization of its 
analogs in [S, 203, holds: 
THEOREM 2. Assume the meromorphic functions g, (j = 1, 2) map E,, 
onto the complements c\S,, of nonempty sets S,,, M’ith 1 $ S,,,, satisfying 
(2.2) 
and assume that g, and g, have the two fixed points 1 and ~1, and that g, is 
htjective. Then 
Moreover, jf equality does not hold in (2.2), then strict inequality holds in 
(2.3). 
Proqf‘(cf. [20]). The map h: zt-+ [q,g, ‘(gz( l/[q,z]))] ’ (where g, ’ 
denotes the inverse map of g,) maps the open unit disk into itself, is 
holomorphic, and satisfies h(0) = 0, h( l/r,) = I/q,. By Schwarz’ lemma. 
Ih( d 1~1; setting z = l/q2 we obtain (2.3). If equality does not hold in 
(2.2) strict equality holds in Schwarz’ lemma, and thus also in (2.3). 1 
The standard examples for the function g of (1.5) and the iteration (1.4) 
concern the cases k = 1 and k = 2. 
Case k = 1 (stationary first-order Richardson iteration). g(z) = 
[Z - (1 - pO)]/pO maps the sets E, (1~ q < co) conformally onto the com- 
plements of the concentric disks S, with center 1 - l/p, and radii 
[qIp,J] ‘. Obviously, every closed disk that does not contain 1 is obtained 
this way by suitably choosing pLo and II. 
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Case k = 2 (stationary second-order Richardson iteration). This method 
was first proposed in 1950 by S. Frankel for positive definite linear systems, 
i.e., S, = [a, /I], c( < /I< 1; see [24, p. 311. The function 
!a) = cz - PI - P*lzl/kl (2.4) 
(p,, + p1 + p2 = 1) defines a mapping of Joukowski type discussed in detail 
in [20, Sect. 71. If 1~~1 < 1, the sets E,, 1 <PI < fl:= 1/lp21 are mapped con- 
formally onto the complements of the elliptical domains S, with the com- 
mon foci IX, /I:= (--pi +2&)/p,,. For q = d the elliptical domain 
degenerates to the complex interval [a, 01. Therefore, g(E,) = @ and 
S, = @ for q > 4:= vi. On the other hand, any closed elliptical domain (and 
any closed interval) not containing 1 can be obtained this way, see [20, 
Sect. 71 for details. Setting y:= #‘-a), 6:= #+ CX) and denoting by c the 
absolutely larger root (satisfying I[1 > 1) of 
one gets the parameters 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The two most useful cases are 
(i) S,= [a, 81, M<B< 1, a real interval; 
(ii) S, = [ - ip, ip] an interval symmetric about 0 on the imaginary 
axis. 
For further examples of functions g and corresponding sets S, see 
[6, 2Oj. 
An asymptotically stationary 2-step method associated to the stationary 
second-order Richardson iteration just discussed is the Chebyshev semi- 
iterative method proposed and proved to be optimal (even in a non- 
asymptotic sense) for positive definite linear systems of equations by D. A. 
Flanders and G. A. Shortly in 1950 also; see, e.g., [24, 271. Its extension to 
systems with complex eigenvalues was discussed by Wrigley [29] and 
others; recent related results are due to Freund and Ruscheweyh [7]. 
Besides Euler methods many other asymptotically optimal methods (i.e., 
methods with optimal root-convergence factor) for linear systems have 
been proposed; see, e.g., [4, 9, 24, 271. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The nonlinear kth-order difference equation (1.4b) is equivalent to the 
first-order difference equation 
L’n:= u’(Y,,e IL n = k, k + I,.... (3.1 ) 
with y,:= [v,, v, I ,.*., V ,pk+,]T~Xk and 
i 
P”@(v,-,)+P,v,,~-I + “’ +Pku,, h 
v 
Y( y, , ):= n-l 
L‘ ,, k:il I. 
(3.2) 
The initial value v0 and the values computed from (1.4a) are now contained 
in Yk I= Lvk 1 ,..., v,lT. In Xk we use, e.g., the norm delined by 
ii[vk- 1,-., v~lTii = max iIvkll. (3.3 1 
O</ck- I 
Y has the fixed point y*:= [x*, x*,..., x*1’, and it is Frechet differen- 
tiable there, the derivative being 
i 
h@:*+~I1 /bz .” pk ,I PkI 
I 0 0 0 
!P;.* = I 
. . 
0 0. 
0 
” i I 0 I 
(3.4) 
Moreover, the relation between the spectra (T(@:.) and g( ul’,,) is well 
known [ 1, Lemma 21: 
where 
a( Y;‘:.+) = (A; q(T, A) = 0 for some T E a(@:.)}, (3.5) 
Since, with the functiong of (l.S), there holds 
q(t, 2) = p&k mm’[r-g(lb)], (3.7 
it follows (under our assumptions on g) that q(t, i) # 0 if 2 E E,, T E S,, 
Consequently, a( Y&) E @\E,, i.e., the spectral radius r,, satisfies 
r,(IyI.*)<l/~<l. (3.8 
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Kitchen’s generalization of Ostrowski’s theorem [ 131 implies that y, + y* 
if y,- I is sufficiently close to y*, which, in view of the continuity of @, is 
guaranteed if u0 is sufficiently close to x*. Thus u, + x* if u0 is sufficiently 
close to x*. 
From Kitchen’s proof it is not diflicult to conclude that the root-con- 
vergence factor of {y,*} is at most r,( YJ,.). (The argument is given in the 
proof of our Theorem 3 below.) Finally, as explicitly shown in [28], {u,} 
has the same root-convergence factor. 1 
Remark. The iteration (1.4) is well-defined (i.e., u, E C& for all n) if u0 is 
sufficiently close to x*. This follows from the above proof; the argument is 
made explicit in Kitchen’s proof [13]. 
4. A GENERALIZATION OF THE LOCAL CONVERGENCE THEOREMS OF PERRON, 
OSTROWSKI AND KITCHEN, AND ITS APPLICATION TO ASYMPTOTICALLY 
STATIONARY ITERATIVE k-STEP METHODS 
We turn now to asymptotically stationary iterations (1.7). In order to 
prove for them the analog of Theorem 1 we need a generalization of both 
Kitchen’s theorem [ 131 and Perron’s theorem [22, Theorem 51. The latter 
has been applied in [lo] to prove this result in the case X= C”. 
THEOREM 3. Let ( Y, (I.11 ) be a Banach space, and let Y, I,, (n = 0, 1,2 ,...) 
be continuous self-mappings of 9 5 Y. Let y* be a fixed point of Y in the 
interior of 9 and assume that 
(i) Y is Fr;rPchet differentiable at y*, and the spectral radius of its 
derivative Yi,* at y* is less than 1; 
(ii) IIx,(~)ll=~(lly-Y*ll) ~SY+Y* (n=O, l,...), and 
lIXM(Y)II 
:‘$ IIY-Y*II =O. 
Then there is a neighbourhood JV 5 9 of y* such that the sequence {y,,] 
generated by 
Y ‘= Yu(Yn) + L(Y,)? nfl’ n = 0, 1 , 2 ,..., (4.1) 
with arbitrary initial value y, E .N”, converges to y*. The root-convergence 
factor K of { y,> is less than or equal to the spectral radius of Yl.. . 
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Proqf. First the problem can be reduced to the case where Y is a 
bounded linear operator (with the trivial fixed point 0). In fact. 
where 
J-,1+1 -I’*= wr~)+X,l(l’,?)-?‘* 
= y: *( 1’11 -I’* 1 + i,,( J’,, 1, 
i,r(Jt):= X,,(Y) + $(.Y), 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
II/(y):= Y(p)- Y(y*)- Yy:*(y-y*). (4.2c) 
Since II/( J) = o( 11.~ -JY*~/ ) holds by the Frechet differentiability of Y, j,, 
again satisfies assumption (ii). Hence, we may assume that Y is linear, i.e., 
Y = Y:., , and J+ = 0. 
By assumption (i) and the spectral radius formula. 
lim 11 yl,‘(I ’ ” = r,( Y) < I. 
,I + ~, 
Thus, for any r satisfying r,(Y) < r < 1 there is m E N such that Ij Y”‘l/ < r”‘. 
We consider now for every ig {O,..., m - 1 ) the sequence (z!,“) defined by 
where 
-(I).- -0 .-.I’,, -(f) .= n -,1+ I. m. ,,,,,( 2: 1. n=o, l...., (4.3~ 
n,.,(=):=(Y+z,+, ,MY++,+, 2)...(Y+z,)(:). (4.3b 
There is a neighbourhood _ +, of y* = 0 where all functions rc,, (i= l,..., nz; 
1 E N ) are defined. Clearly, 2:;’ = J’,,, +, (n = 0, l,...; i = 0 ,..., IM - I ). Hence, in 
order to prove J’, -+ II* it suffices to prove =I,” -P y* for each i. 
We claim that in analogy to assumption (ii) on (x,, 1 the functions 
w,,,:= Y-n,,, (i== l,..., In; I6 N). 
(defined at least in .,2;) satisfy 
/l(l),. /(--)I1 = O( //~I/ 1 as:-+0 
and 
(4.4 
(4Sa 
lim lb;, /(Z)lI = o 
I-7- /\,(I : - 0 
(i = I )..., 177). (4Sb 
The proof is by induction on i: If i= 1, o,,,= x,, so that (4Sa) and (4.31 
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reduce to assumption (ii). For the induction step we use first (4.3b), (4.4) 
and the linearity of Y to obtain 
0 ,,/=~-(y++,+i~,)ni-,,, 
=Y(Yi-‘-71i~,,,)+X,+i-17ci-J,/ 
By assumption, CD- ,,! satisfies (4.5). Therefore, l)rc_ ,, ,(z)ll = I/ Y’z - 
CD_ ,,,(z)/l = 0( llzlj) uniformly in 1, and 
Il~i,,(Z)ll G IIU ll~i~1,,(~N + IX,+;-l(ni- l,,(Z))11 =aIl4L 
II% ,(z)ll < ,, y,, 
llzll ’ 
II% I, ,(z)ll + IL?,+,- 1(Zi- 1, (z))ll . 11% 1,,(zNl 
II4 lIZi- ,,dz)Il II4 
-+O as I+ co and z + 0 (independently). 
This establishes our claim (4.5). 
There remains to study (for i = O,..., m - 1) the iterations 
zw 
n+1= 71 m, ,,l(zy) = Y’mzp - w,, nm(z;)), n = 0, l,..., (4.6) 
where Y”’ is a linear operator whose norm is bounded by rm < 1 and 
(0 ) m,mn IIEN is a sequence of functions (defined in J&) satisfying (4.5). Let 
9&:= {ZE X; llzll <E}. Given E > 0 such that s&‘,/~ c No and E < 1 - rm, then 
as a consequence of (4.5b) there is A4 E N such that for 13 A4 
/I%, ,(z)ll G 4ZIl if z E 9I&. (4.7) 
Moreover, by the continuity of Y and x, (1~ N), the functions rci, 
(i= l,..., m; 1 E N) are continuous, and by (4.4), (4.5a), they have y* = 0 as 
a fixed point. Therefore, there is a neighborhood .NsNO of 0 such that 
y, E JV implies z$! E geE/* (i = I,..., m). Let us assume for induction that 
z(‘) 
Mf,E%,2. Then, by (4.6) and (4.7), 
IIz!J+i+,ll = II~lm~jl;)+i-~,.,(~+,)~~~+i~ll 
d (rm + E)IIz$+jll 
Hence z$, I E S9E,2 for all 1 E N, and 
11zg+ ,I/ d (P + E)’ E/2 + 0 as I-co. 
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Moreover, since y,, + i= zy’, 
lim sup II Y,, + ,/I I!(mfl+ j)6 lim sup 
n-L n-z [ (ynt + ~1)~ M f s I,(mlI+ i) 
= (rrn + &)‘lfn. 
This holds for all y, E A”, for i = l,..., m, and for all E > 0. Consequently 
ti < r. I 
Now the proof given in [lo] for the local convergence of asymptotically 
stable k-step methods can be repeated word by word. It yields 
THEOREM 4. Theorem 1 holds also for the asymptotically stationary. 
iterative k-step method (1.7) related to the stationary method ( 1.4) by (1.7d ). 
5. GLOBAL CONVERGENCE OF ITERATIVE k-STEP METHODS 
FOR CONTRACTIONS 
If the parameters are chosen appropriately, the iterative k-step methods 
(1.4) and (1.7) have in general a better root-convergence factor than Jacobi 
iteration even if @ is a contraction. However, in order to guarantee global 
convergence we must assume nonnegative parameters p;“). On the other 
hand, the Frechet differentiability of @ at x* can be dropped. The following 
result can be proved as the corresponding one, Theorem 4, in [lo]: 
THEOREM 5. Let @ he a continuous self-mapping of’ the convex set 
gQ 5 X, and let @ sati.sfj a Lipschitz condition with constant L E (0, 1 ). 
Assume the parameters pj”) of the iterative method (1.7) are nonnegative real. 
Then this method converges for arbitrary initial value UC, ECr@. 
The crucial point of the proof becomes apparent in our argument for 
THEOREM 6. Let @ satisfy the same assumptions as in Theorem 5, and let 
/Lo > 0, p1 3 0 ,..., I*k 3 0, po + . . . + pk = 1. Then there is a norm in Xk suc*h 
that the function Y defined in (3.2) is a contraction. 
Proqf: In contrast to our notation used so far let y E X” and YV E X” 
have the components y, ,..., yk and ll/,(y) ,..., tjk( y). Then, for y, .? E $, the 
inequality 
(5.1 ) 
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PoL+P, P2 P3 
0 0 ... 0 
L:= 1 0 ... 0 (5.2) . ‘. 
holds componentwise. In view of (3.5) the spectrum of the companion 
matrix L consists of the n zeros of the function ;I H q(L, n) defined by (3.6). 
Now, for )A( 2 1, by (3.7) and since I~Lo+~,Iz-’ + ... +pklekl < 1, 
lq(L,A)jB/&#(kP -$l-pp- ... -pkP-L 
1 L 
2PoMk j--$1 +po- I’-jq 
L 
=,uolAlk 1-m >o. 
I I 
Consequently, all eigenvalues of L lie inside the unit disk, and by a well- 
known result on k x k matrices there is a norm of Rk such that the 
associated norm of L is less than 1. If this norm of Rk is used to define the 
norm in Xk from the norm in X, the claimed result follows from (5.2). fl 
If S&,=X, it is easy to see that the assertions of Theorems 5 and 6 hold 
likewise under the assumption that 
1pp L + Ipl + 1 . . . + I,up”I < L’ < 1 (5.3) 
for the now possibly complex parameters pjn) of the iterative method (1.7). 
6. THE RELATION TO MANN'S AVERAGING PROCESS 
If we let v:= (u,, v1 ,...)T and x:= (x,,, x~,...)~, Mann's averaging process 
( 1.1) may be written as 
v=Ax, (6.la) 
x,+1 := @(U”), n = 0, l,... (6.lb) 
If we assume that A has nonvanishing diagonal elements, its inverse B:= 
(bn,),,, /> o := A- ’ exists and is also an infinite lower triangular matrix. 
Hence, x = Bv, i.e., 
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Solving for II,, we get 
[I,,=& 
,111 
L @(c,, ,,- “C 
,= 0 
h,,,r, 1 n = 1, 2,... (6.3) 
The iterative processes (1.4), (1.6) and (1.7) are also of this form. Actually 
one can replace in (1.7~) the index bound mini k, n ) by n in order to 
obtain in analogy to (1.6) more genera1 nonstationary methods of the type 
c,,=/p@(u,,+ ,)+pl”‘o,, , f “’ +pj;“‘(). (6.4a ) 
with 
p;;“+py+ “’ f/l;:“= 1, pi;” # 0 (6.4b ) 
(n = 1, 2....), which are identical to the iterations of the form (6.3) if 
In fact, the conditions (6.4b) translate into 
h,,,, + h,,, + ” . + h,,,, = 1. h,,,, i 0. (6.6) 
which in view of the lower triangularity of B and A = B ’ are equivalent to 
Mann’s assumption 
U,,() + u,,, + . . + u,,,, = 1, lJ,>,, f 0. I 6.7 1 
The invariance of the row sums in (6.6) and (6.7) follows because. e.g.. the 
one in (6.7) is equivalent to the implication x = (c, c,... Jr => v = Ax = 
(c, ra,...)T, which in turn is equivalent to v = (c, c ,.., )T * x = Bv = (c. C’ . . . . ) ’ . 
which is then equivalent to (6.6). Formulas (6.4b)~-(6.7) holds for n >, I. 
and persist for n = 0 if we set aCHj:= h,,,:= pj:‘l:= I. 
Hence, we have proved: 
THEOREM 7. Euch method of the type (6.4) is equiwlent to u mrthod of 
the j&m ( 1.1 ) satisfying (6.7), und vice wrsu. (Mow precisel!,, the t\tw 
meth& f stmted with the same P(,, p reduce the .vume iterutes L‘,, ) The cocf~ 
.fj:c.ient.s ~L)“)E @ und u,,,E Cc ure rrlutrd hi* (6.5), lchere the loww triungulur 
infinite mutri.u B = (h,,,),,, ,> (, is the inverse of’ A = ((l,,i),,, , (,. 
An example of such an equivalence is the one mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion between iteration (1.2) and iteration (1 .l ) satisfying (1.3). 
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As mentioned, the iteration methods (1.4) and (1.7), which are the sub- 
ject of this paper, are special cases of (6.4). The first one is obtained by 
requiring 
#up:= p[, I=0 ,..., min{k,n} - 1, (6.8a) 
P!c!“(k.nJ:= 1 -Po-P1- ..* -PL,in{k,n}-17 (6.8b) 
pj”):= 0 7 I = k + l,..., n. (6.8c) 
(Then also ,$) = puk if n 2 k.) The second one is characterized by (6.8~) and 
(1.7d). 
We want to investigate the effect of these conditions (6.8) on the 
matrix A of the associated equivalent method (1.1). First, they mean that B 
is of the form 
&I 
PO 
with 
0 -pk “’ -p3 -c12 --PI 1 . . . . . . . . ‘. . * . 
/p= 1 -PO-1(, - ‘.. -jJ+,, n = l,..., k - 1. 
B is a rank 1 modification of the banded Toeplitz matrix 
(6.9a) 
(6.9b) 
(6.10) 
if j<O or j>k, 
since 
B = B - beT, (6.1 la) 
with 
bT:=; (1 -po, 1 -PO-p ,,..., I -po- ... ---k&l, 0,O ,... ), (6.11b) 
eT:= (l,O, 0, 0 ,... ). (6.1 lc) 
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By the Sherman-Morrison formula, if A:= BP ‘, 
(6.12) 
Owing to the simplicity of e and the triangularity of .& we can simplify this 
to 
A = A + aeT with a:= Ab. (6.13) 
Hence, A is also a rank 1 modification of the inverse ,& of B, the 
modification again being restricted to the first column. Now, as is well 
known, the inverse of a regular lower triangular infinite Toeplitz matrix is 
again a matrix of the same kind: Associated to B is the Taylor series at rx 
of g(z)/& 
and associated to A is then the Taylor series at x of :/g(z), 
a,+a,z ‘+a,z *+ ..’ ==.-= 
PO 
g(z) (l-1*,: I- .” -C(/(: 
“,. (6.15) 
Multiplying through with the denominator and comparing coefficients 
yields the recursion 
mln(k.nj 
x0:= PO, x,2:= c P/Z,, /* n = 1, 2,... (6.16) 
/= I 
Now, A differs from x only in its first column, which could be computed 
from (6.13). However, since the row sums in A are 1, it is clear that 
if i>n, 
if 0 < I< t7, (6.17) 
1 -x0-- “’ - Lx,( , if l=O. 
Summarizing we get 
THEOREM 8. The method of the form (1.1) (sarz’sfying (6.7)) which is 
equivalent to the method (1.4) has the coefficients (6.17), brhere the LX, are 
obtained from the p, according to recursion (6.16). 
So far we have not paid any attention to the nonnegativity condition 
a,, > 0, which together with a,,, + . . . + arl,, = 1 has the important effect that 
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the iterates (1.1) remain always in the domain $3iG if the latter is convex. In 
general, a method (1.1) equivalent to a method (1.4) does not satisfy this 
nonnegativity condition. (In fact, the coefficients ,u, and a,, may be com- 
plex.) However, if ,u, 3 0, I = 0, l,..., k, as in Theorems 5 and 6, then (6.16) 
clearly implies aj > 0, j = 0, l,... . Moreover, if g is conformal in E,, +j > 1, 
then (6.15) implies ~,+a, + ... =g(l)= 1, so that a,,>0 (V/,V’n) by 
(6.17). We get 
THEOREM 9. If g is conformal in IzI > l/i, d > 1, and if p[ > 0 
(I= O,..., k), the method ef the form (1.1) which is equivalent o the method 
(1.4) satisfies a,,> 0 (n, I= 0, l,... ). 
Theorems 8 and 9 extend to more general Euler methods defined for all n 
( 3 1) by the recursion (1.4a) and generated by a function 
g(z)=~(z-II,--pIz~l-~~z 2- ...), (6.18) 
which is conformal (i.e., meromorphic and one-to-one) in a set l/4 < 
lzld~oforsometj>landsatisfiesg(l)=l,g(co)=~0(see[18-20,25]for 
a treatment of these methods in the linear case). The equivalent iteration of 
type (1.1) satisfying (6.7) has the coefficients a,, of (6.17), where the cli 
result from relation (6.16) modified by replacing the summation bound 
min{ k, H} by n. These extensions of Theorems 8 and 9 are immediate since 
in our derivation we made use neither of the band structure of B nor of the 
fact that g is rational. 
7. COMPARING METHODS BY THEIR SPECTRAL DAMPING PROPERTIES 
FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS 
As we have seen the effectiveness of the k-step methods (1.4) and (1.7) 
depends asymptotically only on the spectral mapping properties of the 
function g of (1.5). If @ is afline, CD(X) = TX + c, and T is either a 
diagonalizable m x m matrix or a normal bounded linear operator 
TE P’(X) in a Hilbert space X, the effect of these spectral mapping proper- 
ties can easily be understood in a nonasymptotic sense. At least in the finite 
dimensional case this is often used in the discussion of iterative methods, 
see, e.g., [4, 6, 7, 9, 20, 24, 271. 
In fact, introducing the errors e,:= v,-xx* we get from (6.4), which 
includes (1.4), (1.6), and (1.7) as special cases, 
e, = pg)Te,, _ , + py) e, _. 1 + pp)e, ~. 2 + . . + p:‘e,, n= 1, 2 ).... (7.1) 
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It follows by induction that e, =p,( T) e,, where { pI1} is the sequence of 
polynomials defined by the recurrence 
po(tk 1, 
p (r):=(/Lj;“f+/Ly)P I(f) + /pP,, z(t) + “. + ~~‘P”(~). 
(7.2) 
,I n 
Due to (6.4b) these polynomials satisfy p,( 1) = 1. Under the stated special 
assumptions on T 
lIP,,(T)ll = IlPnllJ..n(r,:= sup IP,,(i”)l 
it d T) 
(7.3) 
for a suitable matrix norm or the operator norm on Y(X), respectively. In 
view of //~,,/I G II PA 5. rr(7) l/eO(l it is clear that the goal would be to minimize 
(7.3) under the restriction p,( 1) = 1. However, since a(T) cannot be expec- 
ted to be known exactly, the aim is to minimize I/p,J ., s for a set S known 
to contain CIJ( T). 
The Chebyshev semi-iterative method mentioned in Section 2 is optimal 
in this sense for the real interval S= [cr, fi], 1 $ [cc, 8]. Its associated 
polynomials p,, are up to the normalization the Chebyshev polynomials 
transformed to [cc, fl]. The polynomials p,, of Frankel’s stationary second- 
order Richardson iteration are, e.g., given in [24, p. 311. 
If pg can be expanded in terms of eigenfunctions u, of T (as, in particular, 
if TE Y(X) is a normal operator with countable spectrum or, if T is a 
diagonalizable m x m matrix), the effect of an iteration of the form (6.4) can 
be understood in an explicit way as an error component suppression 
[6, 241: Let 
eo = 1 F)“‘U,’ TM, = i,u,. (7.41 
then 
e, = p,,( T) e, = 1 p,(;.,) cj”‘u,, (7.5) 
i.e., the component a;“)~, of e, is damped by a factor p,(A,). 
Note that these remarks apply for any linear iterative method for which 
c,, = p,,( T) CJ~~ (n = 1, 2,...) with a sequence of polynomials p,, of degree at 
most n. Such a method is determined uniquely by the sequence {pn} and 
therefore- as is seen from (7.2) and (7.1 tit can be written in the form 
(6.4) if, for all n, p, has exact degree n and p,( 1) = 1. Hence, these methods 
(6.4) are equivalent to Varga’s semi-iterative methods [27,4] and 
Rutishauser’s gradient methods [24, 51 (which include the conjugate 
gradient method of M. R. Hestenes and E. Stiefel as a special case). 
However, as mentioned in the Introduction, (6.4) may not be the optimal 
formula for the computation of the iterates subject to roundoff. 
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